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A few years ago, psychologist Charles Spence decided to test 
why potato chips taste so good.
 In his experiment, participants were given a hearty sampling 
of 180 chips and asked to rate their staleness or crunchiness. 
They also chewed into a microphone while wearing headphones. 
Behind the scenes, researchers fed the sounds from the 
microphones, in real time, back to the headphones while varying 
the volume and frequency of the crunching. The correlation was 
strong: subjects who heard louder, higher-frequency sounds of 
chewing found the snacks crisper and fresher.
 “Sound is the forgotten flavor sense,” Spence says. “No one 
thinks of sound as affecting taste, yet it shapes it in so many ways.” 
 Spence, who is based at Oxford University, is one of the 
researchers at the forefront of a relatively new field of study—
multisensory flavor perception—that measures how all the 
senses shape our experience of flavor. The influence of culture 
and upbringing, not to mention genetics and age, on whether 
someone enjoys a specific food is widely acknowledged. For 
breakfast, an American might opt for a bowl of cornflakes or 
gulp down a bold cup of coffee—choices that would seem odd 
to a Russian raised on breakfasts of buckwheat in hot milk, or, 
in the case of coffee, too bitter to ultra-sensitive “hypertasters” 
and children. What is less well known and only beginning to be 
understood is that humans of all backgrounds experience food 
with far more than their tongues. It turns out that the sounds of 
what we are eating—along with the weight of the utensils we’re 
using, the aroma of each part of the dish, the color of our meal, 
even the brightness of a room—don’t merely contribute to the 
experience of eating: they fundamentally form it. 
 Before diving into this new science of flavor, it’s important 
to note that “flavor” and “taste” are not interchangeable terms. 

Taste is one of the five senses. Flavor, on the other hand, is the 
combined experience of taste and the other four senses—the 
brain’s effort to integrate a rich set of pathways into one unified 
experience of what we’re consuming.
 “The flavor is not in the food,” says Gordon Shepherd, a 
neurogastronomist at Yale University. “Flavor is created by our 
brains from the molecules that are in the food. It’s very much 
like how we create color, not from color that’s in the things we’re 
seeing but rather from the wavelengths that are reflected by what 
we see. Our sense of flavor is so deeply embedded because our 
brains create this sense.” 
 For decades, the study of flavor and taste concentrated on the 
tongue. The textbook “tongue map,” which divided the organ into 
regions perceiving sweet, sour, bitter, and salty tastes, has been 
largely debunked by recent science. This erroneous diagram 
actually resulted from a mistranslation of German data into 
English. “Even though the basic foundation was incorrect, the 
allure of having a tongue map was so appetizing and seductive 
that it captured the imagination of the public,” says Charles 
Zuker, a molecular geneticist at Columbia University. 
 What was wrong with the picture? For one, the original tongue 
map left out a crucial fifth taste—“umami,” a Japanese word for 
savory (think meat or mushrooms). And while certain regions 
of the tongue may be slightly more sensitive to bitter foods than 
others, it turns out that no part of the tongue holds a monopoly 
on any one taste. It’s the individual taste receptors, which are 
distributed across the tongue, that are wired to send a particular 
taste to the brain, as Dr. Zuker’s research revealed. These 
receptors go far beyond the tongue, too, and have been found all 
the way down to the gut and even in the lungs.
 In fact, a complete anatomical map of flavor should show 
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tend to associate sweet tastes with high-pitched piano music and bitter tastes 
such as caffeine with low-pitched and brassier sounds. “Once you know the 
synesthetic mappings,” says Spence, “then you can construct pieces of music that 
subliminally set up expectations about dishes without diners realizing it. We can 
change the taste by changing the music.” Spence, along with his colleagues at The 
Fat Duck restaurant’s research kitchen in England, recently published a study 
showing that ambiguous foods—those with traces of both bitter and sweet, for 
instance—can be manipulated with music to draw out one flavor over another. 
 This element of taste is being taken to sci-fi extremes. One of Spence’s recent 
ventures is to design sonic plates that could enrich diners’ sound and flavor 
experiences without weighing them down with headphones. It could be the extra 
kick needed for Swiss chef Denis Martin’s frozen gin and tonic. To make this 
concoction, Martin pours gin and tonic into a balloon, then rolls the balloon in 
liquid nitrogen, which freezes the cocktail into a hard sphere. After removing 
the rubber shell, he’s left with a hollow crystalline orb of gin and tonic that can 
be illuminated and cracked open to eat. But one thing’s missing: the sound of the 
carbonated tonic water, so central to enjoying this classic combination. A plate 
that makes fizzing sounds when raised could be the missing ingredient.
 The visual presentation of food may be less exotic than musical plates, but 
its importance is just as powerful. Most consumers realize that food advertisers 
and magazines depend on expert stylists and photographers to make their fare 
look appealing. And with good neurological basis: when we see a delicious 
meal, the sight trips nerves that activate our salivary glands. But beyond making 
us hungry, the visual appearance of food also modulates our perception of the 
food’s flavor. For example, studies have shown that adjusting the color and 
brightness of room lighting has an effect on people’s flavor perception of wine 
and coffee. Wine tastes sweeter under red light and spicier and fruitier in blue or 
green. Coffee consumption, too, is increased under bright lighting—at least by 
those who take their coffee strong.
 Much of vision’s effect on flavor perception has to do with expectation. 
The coloring of a fruit drink, for instance, may significantly alter its perceived 
sweetness or sourness. In some studies, participants ranked fruit drinks colored 
red to be sweeter by as much as 11 percent—a perception that may be linked to 
the fact that as most fruits ripen and redden, they sweeten. Color is also a crucial 
cue when it comes to flavor identification: in experiments, subjects have been 
easily fooled into thinking green-colored orange juice tasted like lime. “We often 
taste the flavor that we see,” says Spence. That’s part of what makes mystery 
flavors—such as Skittles Riddles, where each candy is “incorrectly” colored—so 
hard to pin down. Not only do we lack a word to associate with the taste, but the 
taste itself is often obscured in the “wrong” color.
 Even texture, though it is the least understood and hardest to replicate in the lab, 
can change or enhance flavor. The feeling of food in our mouths is important, as 
is the texture of what we use to eat that food. A heavy bowl, for instance, has been 
shown in experiments to make participants perceive yogurt as more pleasant (and 
more expensive) than the same yogurt in lighter bowls. As with sound, smells, and 
sights, textures create moods and expectations, but all these senses do so much 
more. Each adds another variable to the sensory highway of food perception, 
allowing the brain to combine each input into a single, unified flavor experience. 
That’s why flavor is ultimately a product of the mind, not the mouth.
 And eating is a sensory act unlike any other. “Sight involves photons, 
hearing involves vibrations, but not something coming into our bodies,” says 
Shepherd. “When we eat, we willfully take food into our bodies. And that 
means that from the very start, we’re extremely sensitive to what it is and 
whether it’s something we want.” 
 Even if that something’s a fizzing ball of gin and tonic.  

Our Global Kitchen, which opens on Saturday, November 17, is free for Members. 
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not only the tongue, but also the eyes, ears, nose, throat, and hands. The throat 
and nose are especially important in this process. To smell an orange or enjoy a 
symphony, we draw in odors or sounds. But flavor perception requires more than 
mere intake. “This is the least understood thing about flavor,” says Shepherd. “It’s 
only when we’re breathing out that we have flavor perception.” As we chew and 
swallow, we exhale small gusts of air. The smells from our food are pushed up 
and outward from the throat and travel through backdoor passages into our nose, 
where sensory receptors relay that information to the brain. This “retronasal 
olfaction” explains why smell dominates our experience of food, as anyone who 
has suffered through the flavor-dulling effects of a stuffy nose knows. 
 Less familiar is how touch, sight, and even sound make up the flavor 
experience. New research shows that as far as food goes, we’re all synesthetes, 
experiencing multiple sensations that shape our perceptions. As Spence’s potato-
chip experiment demonstrated, sound matters more than we suspect. And it’s not 
just the sound of food being chewed and swallowed: crinklier-sounding snack 
packaging, for instance, can also make chips taste crunchier. “It’s like Pavlov’s 
dog,” says Spence, referring to the famous conditioning experiments in which 
dogs learned to salivate at the ring of a bell that preceded food. “We anticipate 
the crunch of the crisp while hearing the rattling of the package in the way a dog 
salivates at the arbitrary sound of a dinner bell.” Even non-food sounds have been 
shown to influence our consumption: for instance, one study demonstrated that 
playing French accordion music in a grocery store prompted shoppers to choose 
French over German beer. (The reverse happened when German Bierkeller 
music blared over the store’s speakers.)
 It’s not surprising, then, that people selling food are very interested in this 
research’s application. Restaurateurs are paying more attention to how sound 
environments affect the dining experience, which goes far beyond creating a 
mood with background music. Recent studies have found strong associations 
between certain flavors and specific sounds or instruments. For example, people 

Our Global Kitchen: 
Food, Nature, Culture
Opens Saturday, November 17

Celebrate cultures and cooking, historic meals 
and markets, and moments in our lives that we 
mark with food—as well as the ingredients that 
we have discovered and shaped over the course 
of thousands of years. As this exhibition takes 
visitors on a journey of growing, transporting, 
cooking, eating, and celebrating food, it also 
examines contemporary issues of environmental 
and human health, food security, and feeding the 
world’s growing population today and tomorrow.

This exhibition is curated by Eleanor Sterling, 
director of the Museum’s Center for Biodiversity and 
Conservation, and Mark Norell, chair of the Division 
of Paleontology.

Our Global Kitchen: Food, Nature, Culture was organized 
by the American Museum of Natural History, New York 
(amnh.org).

The exclusive corporate sponsor for Our Global Kitchen is 
J. P. Morgan.

The Tools of Taste
Scientists use a number of tools to study human 
flavor perception:

Brain Scans 
Neuroimaging technologies such as fMRIs allow 
researchers to visualize what happens in the 
brain during food consumption by mapping brain 
activity in real time. 

Olfactometers and Gustometers 
These devices deliver precisely measured pulses 
of aromas and tastes, respectively, to subjects in 
the lab. In some studies, these tools are used along 
with fMRI machines to see how these bursts of 
smells and flavors register in a subject’s brain. 

A Box of Chocolates
Sometimes, even the most scientific flavor studies 
require a few old-fashioned treats. Dana Small 
at Yale University, for instance, used chocolate in 
fMRI studies to show that brain activity migrated 
to different regions of the brain when self-
described sweet tooths were asked to eat squares 
of chocolate to the point of repulsion.

Member Preview
Wednesday, November 14,  
4 to 9 pm

Be among the first to view Our Global 
Kitchen: Food, Nature, Culture, which 
takes visitors on a journey of growing, 
transporting, cooking, tasting, and 
celebrating food and examines contemporary 
issues about the environment, human 
health, and how we will eat today and 
tomorrow. After touring the exhibition, 
join us for a glass of wine in the recently 
reopened Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Hall 
and the Hall of North American Mammals. 

Please use the first-floor entrance 
under the main steps at the Central Park 
West entrance. Wheelchair and stroller 
access is available.

RSVP to the Membership Office at  
212-769-5606 by November 10.

Multisensory Health
It would seem that as once-rare and biologically 
valuable sugars and fats became abundant 
in many countries, we would be fated to suffer 
the health consequences of over-consumption. 
But new research on how all five senses shape 
flavor offers hope for engineering healthier foods 
that taste just as good.
 Recent studies have shown that red food 
coloring alone can make fruit drinks taste sweeter 
by toying with our expectations. The sound of 
potato chips crunching—are carrots next?—has 
been shown to enhance their perceived freshness. 
And as Charles Spence, a psychologist and expert 
on multisensory flavor perception at Oxford 
University, says, “You can make something taste 
fattier and creamier just by changing the smell.” 
Each sense, it seems, offers another opportunity 
for making the food we eat more desirable.
 Could our awareness of these tricks nullify 
the effects? Spence says the answer is probably 
not. “Though you understand what’s happening 
in a ventriloquist act,” he explains, “you still 
experience it as if the doll were talking. Some 
illusions are immune to knowledge or willpower.” 
That’s true for many foods as well: the human brain 
is hard-wired to combine all our senses into flavor 
perception, even if we know it’s being tricked.


